
Honolulu High-Capacity Transit Corridor Project 	 Meeting Notes 

Date of Meeting: 	2/27/08 	 Location: 	AIR Conference Room C 

Subject: 	Coordination Meeting with HDOT Airports 

Attendees: 

Summary: 

Ben Schlapak DOT-AIR-0 

Steve Takashima DOT-A 

Guy Ichinotsubo — DOT-A 

Manny Lanuevo — DOT-A 

Eric MacDonald — Parsons 

Carol Torigoe — KYA Design Group - Airports 

Roy Yamachi — KYA Design Group - HHCTCP 

Doug Tilden — RTD/InfraConsult 

Norm Kawachika — SSFM - HHCTCP 

Lee Takushi — SSFM - HHCTCP 

Jim Dunn — PB 

Steve Hogan - PB 

Clyde Shimizu — PB 

Clyde Shimizu provided an HHCTCP overview that included description of the 
LPA, First Project, and general operational and physical characteristics of the 
transit system. Plan & Profile along the Airport alignment were presented and 
were the same as presented at the last meeting with DOT-A. 

Ben Schapak asked if luggage would be allowed. Jim Dunn indicated that 
provisions may be provided but details have not been worked out. 

Eric MacDonald asked if the technology selected would provide sufficient 
capacity to accommodate future demand. Steve Hogan indicated that the system is 
being designed with excess capacity. 

Eric MacDonald inquired whether the mode choice forecast model indicated more 
tourist or more employees boarding at the airport station. Steve Hogan responded 
that the forecast showed a larger employment than tourist use. 

Ben Schapak stated that the HHCTCP would help relieve future traffic congestion 
within the airport property. The Paiea/Aolele intersection is currently a traffic 
choke point. He questioned whether people would use the airport parking as a 
park & ride facility since the parking rates were very low. 

Guy Ichinotsubo mentioned that there were plans to extend the Interisland terminal 
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further mauka and we need to continue coordinate that may affect the alignment 
near H-1. Ben Schlapak indicated that the U.S. Postal Services expressed a desire 
to expand their facility and may not likely accept locating the fixed guideway 
within their property. We need to closely work with Airports Divisions' right of 
way staff, as well as Highway Divisions' staff. 

Mr. Ichinotsubo also mentioned future plans for a parking structure along the 
mauka side of the Overseas parking structure. He requested HHCTCP to see 
whether it was possible to realign the guideway a little further to the mauka side. 

Steve Takashima that the profile of the guideway and station at Lagoon Drive 
would need to be reviewed by Airports Division and FAA. He provided a copy of 
Airport Zoning Map that showed aerial contour limits at the end of the runways. 

Jeff Change was designated as Airports Division point of contact for any data 
collection requests. 

Action Item: Develop an alignment that better accommodates Airports Divisions 
plans for future parking structure. 
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